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I have beenasked to comment on the following cir
cumstances. In a recent issue of this journal, Leslie
Danoff,a journalist,expressed dismaythat a psychol
ogist devised an "undercover blueprint" to assist the
FBI incatching analleged spy, Theresa Squillacote.1
Theplan that thepsychologist devised played on Ms.
Squillacote's emotional vulnerability, as a conse
quence ofher apparent mental disorder, to lure her
into a situation that would result in her capture. Ms.
Danoff asked how a psychologist, "a professional
trained to heal," could possibly engage in a plan that
was "highly likely to result in harm" to Ms. Squilla
cote (Ref. I,p218).

Ms. Danoffdid not claim that the psychologist's
behavior was unethical. She simply posed questions
similar to the one just quoted, and then cited Dr.
Jeffrey Janofsky, a forensic psychiatrist who, during
expert testimony, had accused the psychologist of
unethical behavior. Ms. DanofFs quotations of Dr.
Janofsky's testimony did not offer Dr. Janofsky's
logic for hisassertion. Theysimply indicated that he
called the psychologist's behavior unethical and said
hedid not think mental health professionals should
bedoingsuch things.

Special Agent (SA) John Schafer, a psychologist
with theFederal Bureau ofInvestigation (FBI), offers
a contrary view.2 His sole argument rests on the as
sertion that theAmerican Psychological Association
(APA) ethics code does not apply outside the client-
practitioner relationship and that therewas no such
relationship between thepsychologist andMs. Squil
lacote. Absent the applicability of that codeof ethics,
he argues, what is ethical becomes a matter of one's
personal choice, especially regarding the value of
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catching spies asan end that justifies deception in the
interest of the nation's welfare.

It should be noted that according to Ms. Danoff,
Dr. Janofskyalso asserted that the code ofethicsfor
psychologists was of little assistance in this case, be
cause "the APA [American Psychological Associa
tion] ethics guidelines contain littleof relevance for
practicing outside the doctor-patient relationship"
(Ref. I,p218).

Ms. Danoffdid not absolutely assert that the FBI
psychologist's behavior was unethical, but she was
disturbed by it because of her belief that psycholo
gists are"trained to heal." Are they?

Moreover, the psychologist's behavior, as de
scribed, was obviously deceptive and predictably
damaging to Ms. Squillacote, both legally and psy
chologically. Can we ever condone a psychologist's
behavior thatpredictably will beharmful to a person
with a mental disorder?

Finally, bothJanofsky andSchafer appear toagree
that this situation, because it did not involve a client-
practitioner (doctor-patient) relationship, could not
beexamined from thestandpoint of theAPA's code
ofethics for psychologists. Can it not?

All theparties speaking aboutthese issues manifest
fundamental misunderstandings about psychology
as a profession and about the ethics obligations of
psychologists.

Psychology is Not a Mental
Health Profession

First, psychology isnota mental health profession,
and a large percentage of psychologists are not
"trained to heal." Psychology as an organized field
began in the 18th or 19th century, depending on
whose history one is reading. It was a branch ofphi
losophy that sought to understand human behavior
andto use thatunderstanding to improve thehuman
condition. It has achieved the status of a science as a
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consequence of more than a century of reliance on
scientific method for theaccumulation ofknowledge
about human behavior.

During the early part of the 20th century, some
psychologists began going beyond the laboratory to
engage in "applied psychology." Among the com
monapplications of psychology at that timewere the
development of educational methods, devising ways
to measure aptitudes that would assist in selecting
people for jobs and using the results of research on
human perceptual and cognitive capacities to help
design more effective tools of war (in World Wars I
and II). By the 1940s, a small body of psychologists
emerged whoapplied psychological principles to the
assessment of mental disabilities and treatment of
mental disorders. They became known as "clinical
psychologists."

Clinical psychologists grew rapidly in number,
and in the past30 years theyhave come to comprise
the majority of psychologists. Nevertheless, there are
large numbers of psychologists in graduate school
training today, as throughout each of the past 120
years, who specialize in experimental, physiological,
developmental, personality, and social psychology
andwho receive no training for the practice of psy
chotherapy or any other "healing" or "clinical psy
chological" activities. Theyare trained to teach and
conduct research, and sometimes they are consult
ants forsocial agencies, corporations, legislatures, or
other enterprises. But they are not trained to, will
never, and do not care to engage in clinical practices
involving a "doctor-patient relationship."

Thus, some psychologists are mental health pro
fessionals, but many are not. The fact that the pro
fessional who assisted the FBI to confound Ms.
Squillacote was apsychologist does notmean that he
was, as Ms. Danoffassumed, trained to heal. Even if
he was so trained—that is, even if the psychologist
was educated as a clinician—it does not mean that he
practiced clinical psychology as a service to individ
uals. Many clinical psychologists do not provide clin
ical services to patients, but instead engage in re
search, teaching, and theapplication of the body of
knowledge called clinical psychology for other social
purposes, as I will describe later.

Psychologists and Psychiatrists Often
Must Do Harm

The belief that psychologists and psychiatrists
must never do harm is an overly simplistic notion.

We often do things in the normal course of clinical
work that require actions that may harm an individ
ual. Examples encounteredin everyday clinical prac
ticeinclude(1) mandatedbreaches ofconfidentiality
in therapeutic relationships, (2) the use of triage in
emergency medicine, (3) engaging in clinical re
search that sacrifices optimal individualized treat
ment in favor of medical advances for the benefit of
future patients, and (4) testifying about personality
factors in legal cases (e.g., thoseof felons in criminal
cases or ofparents in child-protectioncases) that may
result in deprivation of liberties and significant suf
fering. Examples closer in kind to the present case
include the psychologist or psychiatrist who(1)con
tributesasa memberofthe armedservices to projects
that mayinvolve human suffering by those living in
enemy territory, (2) uses psychological methods to
assist law enforcement in identifying and locating a
serial murderer, and (3) creates the interview condi
tions in a court-orderedevaluationin which a person
accused ofa serious crimemight reveal characteristics
of psychopathy that will augment the state's argu
ments for maximum sentencing options.

Does this mean that all these psychologists and
psychiatrists arepracticing unethically because what
they are doing mightcause harm? Of course it does
not, and the keyto understanding this is to examine
closely theexamples that have been provided. All of
them involve two conditions. First, they are within
the boundaries ofa role that is lawfully prescribed to
them by society.3 Second, they all allow one to po
tentially justify the harm that might be done when
weighed against thesocial consequences ifonefailed
to risk the chancesof that harm. To see the way that
this justification process works in ethics analyses, at
least for psychologists, we must look into theEthical
Principles ofPsychologists and Code ofConduct4 (here
inafter, APA code ofethics).

The APA Code of Ethics Is Not for
Clinicians Alone

First, we must establish whether the APA code of
ethics applies topsychologists whoarenotengaged in
a doctor-patient relationship. Janofsky and Schafer
agree that it does not.

It isdifficult to imagine howthe foregoing parties
might have arrived at this conclusion. ThePreamble
of the APA codeof ethicsclearly states that the code
is intended to "cover most situations encountered by
psychologists," such as "researcher, educator, diag-
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nostician, therapist, supervisor, consultant, adminis
trator, social interventionist, and expert witness."
Ethics concerns covered in the APA code of ethics
refer not only to therapeutic relationships, but also to
ethics obligations ofpsychologists inrelation toresearch
participants (animal and human), other psychologists,
communities, corporations, and governments.

Therefore, that the psychologist who assisted the
FBI investigation was not involved in a doctor-pa
tient relationship in no way sets aside theapplication
oftheAPA code ofethics forpurposes ofconsidering
the propriety of the psychologist's behavior. It covers
all applications of psychology in every aspect ofsoci
ety, which goes far beyondthe world of health care.

Psychologists' Obligations Are to
Individuals and Society

If Schafer had not rejected the relevance ofAPA's
code of ethics for the case at hand, he would have
beenableto analyze the casewithin the framework of
the code. The analysis might have gone something,
like this.

The APA code of ethics recognizes, from its pre
amble through to the end of its specific ethics stan
dards, that decisions about one's behavior as a pro
fessional often require the weighing of competing
positive values. Moreover, in the abstract, the APA
code ofethics places no heavier value on our obliga
tions toindividuals than ourobligations tosociety in
general. Almost every time that the welfare of indi
viduals is mentioned in the preamble, it is coupled
with attention to the welfare of society. In the more
detailed ethics standards portion of the code, most
references to patients are followed by a reference to
organizations as well (e.g., Standard 5.01, "Psychol
ogists discuss withpersons and organizations ... the
relevant limitations on confidentiality").

When one is in a doctor-patient relationship, of
course, anyanalysis of competing positive values in
volving the individual and society mustbegin with a
presumption that one's obligation to the patient is
paramount. Anyaction that would potentially harm
thepatient must involve avery compelling interest in
theprotection orwelfare ofothers in society to over
ride one'sobligation to the patient.

When the case does not involve a doctor-patient
relationship, then the analysis of competing positive
values seeks what is considered to be the more com
pelling value under the circumstances. Dr. Janofsky
apparendy understood this when hesaid thatnopsy

chologist or psychiatrist has any business performing
this kind of evaluation, even if it serves the interests
ofthe state. In his view, the harm to the individual as
a consequence of the psychologist's behavior ex
ceeded the value to publicwelfare. In Schafer's view,
the valueto societyin supporting a deception against
the suspected spy, Ms. Squillacote, wasso important
that it justified the psychologist's role in an action
that was likely to cause her pain and suffering.

In my view, bothJanofskyandSchaferwere wrong
in presuming that the APA codeof ethics was irrele
vant to this analysis, but neither is necessarily wrong
in his conclusions. What is absent is the reasoning
that is critical to weighing the force of their judg
ments. If eitherof them had not rejected the appli
cability of the APA code of ethics, they would have
found ample material for framing the debate, as the
following phrases from the code's General Principles
plainly show:

1. Principle B: Integrity (e.g., psychologists
"... are honest, fair, and respectful of others...")

2. Principle C: Professional and Scientific Re
sponsibility (e.g., avoid conduct that may "reduce
the public's trust in psychology and psychologists")

3. Principle D: Respect for People's Rights and
Dignity (e.g., respect the "fundamental rights, dig
nity, and worthof all people")

4. Principle E: Concern for Others' Welfare (e.g.,
when conflicts in principles ofethics arise, "attempt
to resolve [them] ... in a responsible fashion that
avoids or minimizes harm")

5. Principle F: Social Responsibility (e.g., "Psy
chologists are aware of their professional. ... re
sponsibilities to the community and society")

Moving on to specific Ethics Standards, they
could have framed their debate in reference to such
Standards as:

1.09, "Respect for Others"
1.14, "Avoiding Harm"
1.16, "Misuse of Psychologists' Influence"
2.02, "Competence and Appropriate Use of As

sessments and Interventions"
Merely usingthe Principles and Ethical Standards

in the APA code ofethics would not, ofcourse, have
produceda clearwinner in this debate. That isScha
fer's point. How aprofessional weighs thecompeting
positive values in cases suchasthisdepends in parton
the professional's own values. One professional
places moreweight on the sanctity of the individual
and thedamage to thepublic's perception of"mental
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health" professionals whose ethics wouldallow them
to exploit the weaknesses of persons with mental ill
nesses. Anotherappeals to thegreater goodtosociety
when psychology is applied to protect the national
interest from political subversion.

The tension associated with professionals' own
values asa basis forweighing the relative importance
of individual rights andsociety's interests arises from
at least twosources: First, theanalytic process may be
corrupted by the professional's own values when
judgment isinfluenced byself-serving interests (e.g.,
personal financial gain or power and prestige associ
ated with the proposed activity). Second, evenwhen
they are used with integrity, a professional's values
sometimes establish a reasonable platform in princi
ple that does not necessarily justify specific actions.
Apprehending criminals is good for society and the
welfare of citizens in general, and psychologists may
have a role to play toward that end. But the specific
actions that this might justify could cover a wide
range, involving many levels of deception. Arguing
the danger that Ms. Squillacote posed to national
safety, would the FBI's psychologists necessarily feel
justified in drawing her into a doctor-patient rela
tionship with themselves to obtain information that
theycould use to lead to her arrest?

Our professional codes of ethics provide ample
room fordisagreement among reasonable profession
als regarding the weight to be placed on an individ

ual's rights and society's interests in regulating our
ownconduct. But ultimately, even when profession
als disagree on the relative weights associated with
those interests, they sometimes agree that certainac
tionsareunreasonable responses to eitherofthe prin
cipled positions.

That iswhat Dr. Janofsky may have believed true
in the present case. Although seeming to recognize
the potential legitimacy of a judgment that weighs
societal benefit over the interests ofthe individual, he
believed that the specific actions taken in this case as
a consequence of that judgment were unreasonable.
These are the types of judgments that often are
weighed by professional committees when they ad
judicateethics complaints. But in principle, the mere
fact that the psychologist placed considerable weight
on society's interests and acted in a way that would
harm the individual in question does not violate the
APA's code of ethics.
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